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3 days ago University of Salford: Ask The Library banner House, Lissadel Street, Salford, offer a full thesis and
dissertation printing and binding service.

Please note we only print up to 2 copies free of change unless otherwise stated by your department. When
submitting your thesis or dissertation, MuPrint are university printers you can trust. Please ensure that you
bring a copy of the regulations so we can complete the work to the correct standard. In the example below you
can see that the colour page is page 2 of 4. Orders received outside this time will not be begin until 9am the
next working day. Our new same day foil lettered covers are created using the "Metalbind" channel binding
system. There is a specific format to the pages you type in: They must be written as numbers 1 not text one
Each page number must be separated from the next with a comma and a space If you want to print a series of
pages, for example every page between page 4 and page 10, you can write this as ''. Please upload your file
and confirm your order. Step 2: Send your colour pages Click on 'File' and then 'Print' as you would do
normally. These two types both open flat. We do not take advance bookings. Check out our Thesis FAQ page
with more information. We do: Comb binding with plastic rings Wire binding with metal rings Channel
binding with a flat, steel spine. We have a wide range of applications and will process your files in most
common formats. All these come with your choice of covers: usually a clear PVC front and a black card back,
but we can put card or PVC front and back if you prefer. We inspect each document before we ship it out,
giving you peace of mind that it has been printed with care and attention to detail. You have a variety of
delivery options too, including Next-day delivery with a 1 hour window. Thesis Printing and Binding After
three or four years working on your PhD, you want to get the printing done right! MuPrint can channel bind
your Thesis to University of Manchester standards with gold lettering on the spine. What areas do we cover?
We know that there is no point in getting a thesis printed and bound to a professional standard, only to find
that it has been damaged in the post. Without quibble. Anything else may not print properly.


